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INTRODUCTION

Reconnaissance type surveys were carried out 

to locate and detail airborne conductors (9 and IB in 

Belford township, Ont. The electromagnetic survey was 

carried out using a vertical loop unit and a Sharpe A-2 

magnetometer was used in the magnetic survey.

The following report and accompanying maps 

describe the results of the survey with an interpretation 

o i"1 the results.

GEOLOGY '- ' '

Geological information is very limited in the 

area. It lies west of the general Timmins area and 

includes a belt of volcanic rocks and their metamorphic 

equivalents that extend westward from the major belt of
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volcanics rocks nov; bein^; explored' in the Tiirains area.

.O^feLysiC/^

The oleetror.'ja&notic survey was carried out over 

the areas alone lines at 400 foot intervale, as shown on - 

the accompanying wapo* The equipment used was a vertical
-*

lvi? typo electromagnetic unit v/ith a 45 ^oot periinotor 

transmitting coil,

A britif doocription of the results follows:

CGMDIiCTCa KO. 19
^^A^*N^^^l*^^l'* ' *^* '^W ^a^>^a^^^l^*<a>J^ ^>^ll>tM^^al^

llu;- survey outlined two conductive Korico referred 

to C.SJ Zone A and Zone E, Zone f'A" was traced for a 

length of 1,500 feet in a direction slightly north of 

caat. The possible cxtesision to tho east shows up on 

lines 12E and 16E. It is v;ithin an area of oli^htly 

higher raagrieties but thero is no direct relation between 

tho (T^gnetics and the conductor. -

It is the ^rriter'c understanding that tho ssono 

has already beon drilled and was caused by sulphides.

Zono wbn is a wo&kor conductor which etrikos 

aluiost east-'WOKt for a length of &00 foot. The conductor 

more or loss coincidOG with a fairly strong magnetic anomaly
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although the trend is slightly different. The conductor 

on line O does not coincide with the magnetics and also the 

' conductivity on line 4E is not sufficiently high to corres 

pond with the high magnetics on line 4E. It would thus 

appear likely that a good portion of the magnetics is due 

to magnetite with possibly some pyrrhotite.

The magnetic survey outlined a magnetic anomaly 

parallel to Zone "A" which appears to be the westerly 

extension of the high readings on line 4S. This may repre 

sent a more basic rock type or a shear zone with accompanying 

/--x magnetite. Its abrupt end between lines 4S and SE may be
. Xiti^Lj/ ;

due to a fault.

CONDUCTOR NO. lg 

\ This conductor consists of a number of rather weak
*

i discontinuous conductive zones, as shown on the accompany- 

; ing map. The magnetic readings have been confined to a 

few lines over the conductive zones and are shown on the 

sar,;,; map. The conductors generally strike northeast and 

are lettered A, B, G and D for reference purposes.

Zone "A" is the most continuous but is quite weak. 

It may possibly be situated along the north flank of a

O i
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magnetic,anomaly but the magnetic survey would have to 

! be enlarged to clarify the picture.
!

! Zone "B" is quite similar to zone "A" and is 

' still open to the west. There are actually four separate 

cross-overs on line #W which is the most westerly line
*

surveyed. These conductors are thus still open to the 

: west.

There are some old drill set-ups on the ground

so the information available from these holes should 

; determine the importance of the conductors.

o ; -
l SURVEY METHODS AND INSTRUMENT DATA

The electromagnetic equipment used was of the ver 

tical loop type with the transmitting coil having a 45 

foot perimeter. The power supply consisted of a small 

l j000 cycle generator driven by a light weight gasoline 

engine.

The transmitter set-ups were laid out in a pattern 

to cover the conductors and are-shown on the accompanying 

map. Coil intervals of 400 and SOO feet were used to 

obtain good penetration.
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Readings were taken with the receiver coil at all 

stations along the lines. The dip angle, which is the 

angle at which the receiver coil is tilted to obtain the 

position of minimum voltage, was measured by means of a' 

clinometer measured in degrees. The dip angles are plotted
i j

as a profile on a scale of l inch equals 20 degrees, 

Electrical conductors are indicated by cross-overs which

are shown on the map.
**

CONCLUSIONS AMD RECOMMENDATIONS

The geophysical surveys outlined the conductive 

zones but did not delineate them entirely. They all have 

a strike varying from east-west to northeast and on the ' 

most part are fairly discontinuous.

Since some drilling information is already avail 

able, this data can be used to determine the economic 

importance of the zones. In the case of conductor

o

-,; scK.-.iS likely that all the discontinuous conductors 

will be caused by similar material.

Respectfully submitted, . 

PROSPECTING GEOPHYSICS LTD.

Montreal, Que. 
Oct. 16, 1964. H. J. ̂ 'ergmann, P. Eng.
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A Transmitter set-up and number.

Profile scale -

*\ Profile of EM readings from Transmitter set-up No. 3
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Mag readings in gammas
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